Scientific applications rely heavily on floating-point arithmetic and, therefore, are affected by the precision and implementation of floating-point operations. Although the computers we use are IEEE compliant, this only assures the same representation of floating-point numbers; it does not guarantee that floating-point operations will be performed in the same way on all computers. As a result the same program run on different computers may yield different results. This paper is a first step in understanding the reason for this, in particular, different results for the execution of the application Charmm on different computers. We report on our use of a well-known test suite, IeeeCC754, to evaluate IEEE 754 compliance across a wide range of heterogeneous computers with different architectures, operating systems, precisions, and compilers.
INTRODUCTION
Scientific applications rely heavily on floatingpoint arithmetic [1] and, therefore, are affected by the precision and implementation of floatingpoint operations. Although the computers we use are IEEE compliant, this only assures the same representation of floating-point numbers; it does not guarantee that floating-point operations will be performed in the same way on all computers [4] . This may result in divergences in intermediate results that can be significantly amplified by the chaotic nature of some applications [2] , where loops are iterated a large number of times, leading to significantly different final results when a computation, e.g., a simulation, is performed on different computers [6] . Since such behavior can constrain the employment of multiple computers in scientific research, this problem is an important one. Accordingly, this paper reports on our findings of running a well-known test suite, IeeeCC754, that is used to evaluate IEEE 754 compliance across a wide range of heterogeneous computers with different architectures, operating systems, precisions, and compilers. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a short overview of the IEEE 754 floating-point arithmetic standard. Sections 3 and 4 describe the IeeeCC754 test suite and the way we use it to evaluate IEEE 754 compliance across a set of heterogeneous computer systems. Our test results are presented in Section 5. Sections 6 and 7 discuss future work and summarize the contribution of this paper.
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IEEE 754 FLOATING-POINT ARITHMETIC STANDARD: SHORT OVERVIEW
The IEEE Standard for Binary Floating-Point Arithmetic (IEEE 754) Standard is the most widely used standard for floating-point representation and arithmetic [5] ; it is implemented to some degree by most CPUs and FPUs. This standard defines basic and extended floating-point number formats, different operations such as add, multiply, and square root, among others. It specifies different conversions such as those between integer and floating-point formats, between different floating-point formats, and between basic format floating-point numbers and decimal strings. Floating-point exceptions and their handling, including non-numbers (NaNs), are also specified by IEEE 754. Despite the fact that IEEE 754 is a standard, still several aspects of floating-point operations are left to the discretion of the system designer and this may ultimately result in different results for the same computation on two different computers that follow the IEEE 754 standard. It is also important to note that the standard does not specify formats of decimal strings and integers, interpretation of NaNs, and binary-to-decimal conversions to and from extended formats.
BENCHMARK FOR TESTING IEEE 754 COMPLIANCE: THE IEEECC754 SUITE
To test IEEE 754 compliance we use the IeeeCC754 Test Suite [7, 3] , which is a precisionand range-independent set of programs that is used to test whether an implementation of floating-point arithmetic (in hardware or software) is compliant with the principles of the IEEE 754 floating-point standard [5] 2. Conversions: b2dconvd, b2dconvm, b2dconvs, cint64, cuint32, d2bconvd, d2bconvm, d2bconvs, rint32, rintegral, ruint32, sqrt, b2dconvl, b2dconvq, cint32, copyto, cuint64, d2bconvl, d2bconvq, remainder, rint64, roundto, and ruint64, where the prefix b2d means binary-to-decimal, the prefix d2b means decimal-to-binary, the prefix r means rounding, the prefix c means copy, and a terminating s, d, and l stand for the precision used for the conversion, i.e., single, double, or long.
METHODOLOGY FOR TESTING IEEE 754 COMPLIANCE
We use the IeeeCC754 benchmark in a rigorous and systematic way in order to find errors in a computer's IEEE754 implementation. The following are considered to be errors: (1) if the result of a test does not match the expected result and (2) if the flags that an operation raises are different than those expected. Our analysis is based on four computer characteristics that we call factors: architecture, operating system, precision, and compiler. These factors have the following values:
• Precision: 32-bit and 64-bit In order to identify what factor is responsible for an error, we run the test suite changing only one factor at a time. All the compilation and execution of the test suite is performed automatically via a script. The script prompts for factor values and tests to perform (basic operations or conversion tests). Since the test suite generates several files, it is important to establish a file organization that facilitates the comparison of results from different tests and the archiving of test results for further analysis. The file structure we use to store test output first groups the data by the addressing precision of the computers, then by machine name, test type, architecture, and the compiler. In order to compare these results we use bit-to-bit comparison on the IeeeCC754 output files. Because no divergences were observed with respect to different Linux distributions the OS is not considered in the structure.
TEST RESULTS
No divergences were observed between the same tests run on different vendors' processors, i.e., AMD and Intel processors, and among tests run under different distributions and versions of Linux. In contrast, differences in results were observed for tests run with different precisions and compilers. Tables 1 and 2 present results of tests that produce divergences. Highlighted in lighter gray are divergences due to different precisions; highlighted in darker gray are divergences due to different compilers. The number of tests that exhibited differences is compared with the total number of tests (last column of the tables). In general we observe that errors in operations related to conversions are more common. With the exception of rounding, floating point arithmetic is more sensible to different compilers, their flags, and optimizations than to the type of architectures. These observations confirm results presented in [7] .
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we used the IeeeCC754 test suite to evaluate the results of floating-point operations performed on different computers, i.e., with different architectures, operating systems, precisions, and compilers. We observed that the way floating-point operations are performed at run time can be affected by the compilation, in particular, different compiler versions. Also, different precisions can result in different results. Therefore the user, when working with floatingpoint operations, must pay special attention to the defined compilation and the precision used to run the code. These two aspects of the computation particularly affect the results of scientific applications that make heavy use of floating-point arithmetic. The next step in our research is to analyze the discrepancies that were identified by the tests discussed in this paper and to continue this testing on other computers. Given different results for a test run on two different computers, we must understand the reason for the divergence. 
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